All branches of ecology study relationships among environmental and biological variables. 22 However, standard approaches to studying such relationships, based on correlation and 23 regression, provide only a small slice of the complex information contained in the 24 relationships. Other statistical approaches exist that provide a complete description of 25 relationships between variables, based on the concept of the copula; they are applied in 26 finance, neuroscience and other fields, but not in ecology. We here explore the concepts that 27 underpin copulas and examine the potential for those concepts to improve our understanding 28 of ecology. We find that informative copula structure in dependencies between variables is 29 exceedingly common across all the environmental, species-trait, phenological, population, 30 community, and ecosystem functioning datasets we considered. Many datasets exhibited 31 asymmetric tail dependence, whereby two variables are more strongly related in their left 32 compared to right tails, or vice versa. We describe mechanisms by which observed copula 33 structure and tail dependence can arise in ecological data, including a Moran-like effect 34 whereby dependence structures between environmental variables are inherited by ecological 35 variables; and asymmetric or nonlinear influences of environments on ecological variables, 36
Introduction
All branches of ecology study relationships among environmental and biological variables.
However, commonly used correlation and regression approaches to studying such To test for asymmetry of dependence in upper and lower portions of distributions, we 280 used differences cor l − cor u , P l − P u and D 2 u − D 2 l for smaller datasets (note the opposite 281 order in the last of these); and cor 0,u b − cor 1−u b ,1 , P 0,u b − P 1−u b ,1 and D 2 1−u b ,1 − D 2 0,u b with u b copula statistics were again very similar for noise and model outputs . Though there were again significant but small differences for some statistics and simulations, the 464 hypothesis was supported that copula structure in the noise translates to similar but not 465 identical copula structure in output populations. Since many ecological models are nonlinear, 466 this result provides the expectation that there will be a Moran-effect-like correspondence 467 between noise and model-output copula structure across space for typical ecological 468 dynamics, as long as noise is small enough that dynamics stay relatively close to the model 469 equilibrium. Results that hold for "weak noise" in this sense are common in ecology. We 470 repeated the analysis with r = 1.3, with similar results. The deterministic one-habitat-patch 471 Ricker model exhibits a monotonic approach to a stable equilibrium at K when r < 1 472 (undercompensating dynamics, e.g., the value r = 0.5 used initially), but exhibits an 473 oscillatory approach to K when r > 1 (overcompensating dynamics, e.g., r = 1.3).
474
For strong noise and using our nonlinear model, copula statistics, generally speaking, 475 were approximately similar between noise and model outputs; however, similarity was 476 reduced relative to previous results, and for a few simulations, tail dependence asymmetry 477 statistics had opposite signs for noise and model outputs . For instance, using 478 a C copula with a large Kendall τ , cor l − cor u was slightly positive for noise, but slightly 479 negative for population model outputs (Fig. S43) ; and likewise for SG and SJ copulas (Figs 480 S49, S53). Overall, similarities between noise and model-output copula statistics were more 481 noticable than discrepancies, in spite of nonlinearities. We repeated the analysis with 482 r = 1.3. Discrepancies between noise and population copula structure in this case were often 483 glaring. Apparently noise of standard deviation 1 interacted especially strongly with model 484 nonlinearities when the model was in its overcompensatory regime. 485 For our evolutionary model, the hypothesis was correct that asymmetric tail dependence 486 in evolutionary changes can produce similarly asymmetric tail dependence between 487 characters across phylogeny tips (Appendix S9, Fig. S54 for details). Thus this is a 488 mechanism that may produce non-N copula structure and asymmetric tail dependence 489 between characters. This result is represented in Fig. 2 as the dashed box around "If 490 character evolution has copula structure" and the arrow labelled "D". This topic is revisited 491 in the Discussion, as is the box "Asymmetric species interactions" and the arrow labelled "C" 492 in Fig. 2 . 493 statistically unchanged. Significant differences indicate that non-N copula structure in the data contributed to the skewness of the spatial mean time series, i.e., to its instability and 521 "spikiness" through time.
522
For green spruce aphid abundance data, C. furca abundance data, and methane-flux 523 data, because these datasets exhibited lower-tail dependence (Table 3) , we compared 524 empirical and surrogate skewness values via a one-tailed test in the left tail: the p-value was 525 the fraction of surrogate skewnesses less than the skewness for the empirical data; the test 526 examines whether lower-tail dependence caused the spatial average to have significantly 527 lower skewness than would have been expected without tail dependence. For leaf-curling 528 plum aphid data, because that dataset exhibited upper-tail dependence (Table 3) , we did the 529 analogous one-tailed test in the right tail. The test examines whether upper-tail dependence 530 caused the spatial average to have significantly higher skewness than expected without tail 531 dependence.
532
To further address Q3, we also examined a hypothesis that spatial tail dependence of an 533 environmental variable can influence the extinction risk of a metapopulation. We 534 hypothesized that environmental noises exhibiting greater left-tail dependence across different 535 habitat patches would cause higher metapopulation extinction risks because then very bad 536 years for the component populations would occur simultaneously in many patches, reducing 537 rescue effects. Here we assume, for simplicity, that low values of the environmental variable 538 are "bad" for the populations and high values are "good". We tested the reasonableness of Discussion 572 We showed that non-N copula structure and asymmetric tail dependence are common across 573 multiple sub-disciplines in ecology, although no research we know of has taken this structure 574 into account. We hypothesized mechanisms that may cause non-N copula structures and tail 575 dependence; we discuss below how commonly some of our mechanisms may opperate. We 576 also hypothesized and demonstrated important consequences of non-N copula structure and 577 tail-dependence for the field of ecology. For instance, the skewness of a spatial-average time 578 series is influenced by tail dependencies between its constituent time series: 579 right-tail-dependent local time series lead to "spiky" spatially averaged time series, with 580 large outbreaks. Thus tail dependence could have implications for exploited and pest species.
581
Extinction risk can also be altered by tail dependence across space in environmental 582 variables. In our view, our results make it reasonable to suggest that comprehensive 583 understanding of many ecological phenomena may be impossible without a complete copula 584 characterization of dependence.
585
Copula approaches are well developed (Nelsen 2006; Joe 2014) , and computer 586 implementations exist (copula and VineCopula packages). Ecologists can apply these tools 587 immediately. We created several interrelated randomization procedures (Appendices S6, S10, 588 S13) that build upon existing copula methods. To our knowledge, only N copulas have been 589 used in ecology (Valpine et al. 2014; Anderson et al. 2018; Popovic et al. 2018) . Such use is 590 equivalent to using normal distributions with transformed marginals; i.e., it is equivalent to 591 an approach not using copulas at all, and therefore does not capitalize on the power of 592 copula techniques.
593
Our first causal mechanism (Fig. 2, A) probably operates commonly, for two reasons. skewness (i.e., less spikiness, and greater stability through time) than they would otherwise. 678 Our results showed that the skewness of the spatial average of local time series is 679 influenced by their tail dependence. But the same logic should also apply to any collection of 680 time series, whether associated with locations in space or not. to ecological datasets for which Q1 was examined (in the second through fourth sections of 816 the text, see also Table 1 ). Upper boxes correspond to potential causes of non-normal 817 (non-N) copula structure that were examined (in the fifth and sixth sections of the text).
818
Lower boxes correspond to potential consequences we examined of non-N copula structure 819 for ecological understanding and for applications (in the seventh and eighth sections of the 820 text). Arrow labels (A-D for analyses pertaining to causes, Q2; and X-Z for analyses 821 pertaining to consequences, Q3) link to locations in the text. to ecological datasets for which Q1 was examined (in the second through fourth sections of the text, see also Table 1 ). Upper boxes correspond to potential causes of non-normal (non-N) copula structure that were examined (in the fifth and sixth sections of the text).
Lower boxes correspond to potential consequences we examined of non-N copula structure for ecological understanding and for applications (in the seventh and eighth sections of the text). Arrow labels (A-D for analyses pertaining to causes, Q2; and X-Z for analyses pertaining to consequences, Q3) link to locations in the text. 
